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“Most of the work on the Yakuza Black Panther English Patch is done, but there is still quite a bit more to do,” AugmentedSmoke commented, confirming what theyve already mentioned in the past. “Unfortunately, the final content
and translation for the patch will likely take longer than we had planned (hoping for a release in 2018), but we’re working towards that goal.” Its good to see that a group of enthusiasts out there are willing to bring Yakuza gaming
to the West in their own style. If you want to support the project you can check out the project s GitHub, and of course Team K4L s official page on Dtoid. the improvement comes mainly in the presentation side of the game. with
the graphical updates and changes, the game looks a lot better now, and much more compact than its recent release. the polygonal weapons and buildings are now much smoother, as is the cutscene feature that yakuza: like a
dragon had. there are a few options in the language settings menu, but unfortunately, there isn't any english audio, and i cant find any subtitles on the disc, so it seems there are no english or japanese audio options. many games
only have one language option, so i was a little disappointed that i couldnt find the correct one. if youve seen yakuza: like a dragon or yakuza: dead souls before, then chances are you'll be familiar with yakuza black panther. i liked
what black panthers offering, since its not exactly a big departure from what we saw before. yakuza black panther already has a good working foundation to start with. yakuza 0 has some of the most solid gameplay mechanics in
the yakuza series. black panther builds on that with its combat and characters. the story is also more engaging with its new setting. if you enjoyed the first game, then you'll probably really enjoy this one.
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